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1. Syllabus

Workshop and Artistic Residency in France:
Recording & Market Distribution

English-taught Higher Training Program in Cultural Entrepreneurship for Young Musicians

The training pathway to which this syllabus refers is composed of a workshop and an artistic

residency in a historical venue offering a non formal learning context where all the partners

musicians share experiences and knowledge. Three concerts addressed to young professional

string quartets in the context of the “MUSA – European young Musicians soft Skills Alliance”

complete the programme taking place in France from April 30th to May 8th, 2022. These concerts

take place in the festival “Chambre de printemps” organised by la Ferme de Villefavard en

Limousin.

The organisations involved in the ideation and implementation of the programme are ProQuartet -

Centre Européen de Musique de Chambre (in charge of a part of the workshop) and La Ferme de

Villefavard en Limousin (in charge of a part of workshop, the residency and concerts).

The participants will be 3 European string quartets selected by Le Dimore del Quartetto,

experimentadesign, and La Ferme de VIllefavard en Limousin, whose members are aged 20-35,

who plan to proceed with their musical career keeping the same four members over the years.

The workshop is an overview on how to get knowledge and experience in recording a piece of

music, market distribution and copyright regulatory framework related to labels, innovative

multimedia, distribution, marketing, as well as mental and physical preparation.

Through the help of an artistic director and sound engineer, the musicians focus on how to get

more aware of the context in order to adapt the choice of the repertoire and the interpretation,

and to understand the technical issues for a professional recording.

The physical and mental preparation sessions explore how to deal with stress, how to get

individual and collective motivation, discipline and positive thinking, and how to have better

communication among the quartet.

Two conferences complete the workshop, one dedicated to the market distribution related to

labels, innovative multimedia, distribution, marketing" and the other to the neighbouring rights of

performers.
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At the end of the programme, musicians will receive a short professional recording of a demo tape

of 3 to 5 minutes to be used for communication and application to competitions, masterclasses,

and guides for meditation.

In addition to this program the residents will exchange with

● Marie Laure Favier, a representative of Harmonia Mundi label, 2-hour conference

● Fabienne Masoni, former ProQuartet administrator who will present the issue of

interpreters' rights and rights to the image in Europe, 2-hour conference

The quartets are hosted for the workshop and an artistic residency with accommodation in a

historic house, La Ferme de Villefavard en Limousin, built by Edouard Maury, a pastor of Swiss

origin, at the same time as a protestant temple and a summer villa. In doing so, he acted as an

entrepreneur and philanthropist. The farm was an example of a rationalization of farming: in the

summer Villa, he installed an organ Cavaillé-Coll (classified Historical Monument) and he

welcomed painters, engravers and musicians. These three buildings form an architectural

ensemble which is listed in the Supplementary Inventory of French Historical Monuments. In

2002, La Ferme operated, under the impetus of Jérôme Kaltenbach, one of the grandsons of

Juliette Ebersolt, its transformation into an artistic meeting center. Nowadays, La Ferme de

Villefavard en Limousin offers artist residencies throughout the year that give rise to concerts,

shows and recordings.  La Ferme de Villefavard welcomes internationally renowned artists and

young emerging ensembles, attracted in particular by the exceptional acoustic of its concert hall,

and the peaceful environment qualities which offers ideal working and recording conditions

thanks to an exceptional acoustics by Albert Yaying Xu (Luxembourg and Copenhagen

Philharmonies, Beijing Opera).

The MUSA residency programme takes place in close relation to the workshop. It aims to offer a

non-formal learning context where all the participant musicians gather to share experiences and

knowledge.

Learning objectives

The workshop will be divided into four parts:

RECORDING

● To focus on the process of recording (techniques, implemented means, environment) and

produce a quality recording
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● Critical analysis of a previous record (audio and/or video). For this purpose, participants

are asked to come with one or more examples of recordings for broadcasters, contests or

social networks

● To develop knowledge and a specific vocabulary that are useful in order to work properly

with a sound engineer

● To adapt the playing to the space and choose the right repertoire according to the acoustic

of the recording hall

MENTAL PREPARATION

● To get physical preparation, body awareness and mental preparation in order to get a

better sound, reduce stress and avoid injuries. Musicians will learn how to concretely

prepare themself physically and mentally for high-stakes situations (intense work period,

competition or recording perspective, ...).

MARKET DISTRIBUTION AND LABELS

● To get to know more on the market distribution innovative multimedia

PERFORMERS’ RIGHTS

● To know the European legislation on performers' rights

Learning Outcomes

1. Process of recording

KNOWLEDGE

Participants will gain a basic understanding of the techniques, implemented means, environment

of a recording.

SKILLS

Participants will apply the acquired techniques and knowledge in performing a critical analysis of a

previously recorded video and preparing their repertoire for the recording of a short piece of

demonstration.

COMPETENCES Participants will demonstrate their ability to successfully prepare their outfits to

enhance a recording of professional quality.

2. Mental and physical preparation
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KNOWLEDGE

Participants will gain experience on mental preparation and awareness of the body and gain

experience to take a step back and to explore new ways of doing or being. The idea is to encourage

the musicians to take a step back and to explore new ways of doing or being with a coach. Laurence

Thomas' collaboration will eventually enable each of the quartets to clarify the team dynamics, the

identity and singularity of the whole, "what is already there but is not visible", and which implies

dysfunction or the difficulty of collaborating and co-building projects. Musicians will access these

sessions collectively (= all the residents together) and also in small format (for each group

specifically), with a daily practice of mindfulness meditation (and yoga (in the evening).

SKILLS

Participants will experience exercises related to mindfulness and neurosciences, and yoga

postures (stretching, relaxing).

COMPETENCES

Participants will be able to practice meditation and body awareness by themselves in their daily

musicians’ lives. They model the functioning of the ensemble (concrete organisation, shared

values, implicit or explicit roles), to become aware of its distinct strengths and qualities and to

know taking a step back from a context that has become uncomfortable (relational, organisational,

conjunctural...): overcoming tensions, preventing conflicts and fostering a favourable balance

between professional commitment and personal life

3. Market distribution

KNOWLEDGE

Participants will gain a basic understanding of the market distribution and innovative multimedia.

SKILLS

Participants will identify the major labels and their production method.

COMPETENCES

Participants will demonstrate their ability to choose the label that seems best suited to their

repertoire, the distribution method they want to adopt and in a second time their ability to define

the appropriate time to start a recording and with which ingenieur sound, in which space and

which repertoire.

4. Recording and performers rights in European Union

KNOWLEDGE

Participants will gain a basic understanding of the performer’s right as part of the recordings.

SKILLS

Several practical situations will be submitted to the participants and analyzed so that they can
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acquire the automations relative to the management of their rights.

COMPETENCES

Participants will demonstrate their ability to analyze contracts that could be proposed to them

during recording.

In addition, thanks to the residency and the multicultural environment, participants will:

● Begin every day with a moment of meditation (optional)

● Experience working as part of a multinational group

● Work both independently and in a team as a quartet

● Be programmed as part of the festival "Spring Chamber"

Description and topics covered

The workshop will be divided into four parts:

1. Process of recording
The recording sessions will be led by Fabrice Planchat, luthier/artistic director and sound

engineer of the famous Ebène Quartet who recorded some of their albums at la Ferme de

Villefavard en Limousin. With him, the musicians will focus on the process of recording

(techniques, implemented means, environment) and produce a quality recording. They will

develop knowledge and a specific vocabulary that are useful in order to work properly with

a sound engineer, and learn to adapt the playing to the space and choose the right

repertoire according to the acoustic of the recording hall. With him, the musicians touch

the importance of recognizing oneself musically through recording and they become aware

that the sounds of the instrument, the sound of the quartet/the musical identity is

extended through the microphones. There is a permanent work of going back and forth

between the auditorium and the listening room.

2. Mental and physical preparation
The physical and mental preparation sessions include exercises related to mindfulness,

neurosciences, body awareness and yoga postures. The session will be led by Laurence
Thomas. The idea is to encourage the musicians to take a step back and to explore new

ways of doing or being with a coach. Laurence Thomas' collaboration will eventually enable

each of the quartets to clarify the team dynamics, the identity and singularity of the whole,

"what is already there but is not visible", and which implies dysfunction or the difficulty of

collaborating and co-building projects. One of the object is to help the quartet model the

functioning of the ensemble (concrete organisation, shared values, implicit or explicit
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roles), to become aware of its distinct strengths and qualities and to know taking a step

back from a context that has become uncomfortable (relational, organisational,

conjunctural...): overcoming tensions, preventing conflicts and fostering a favourable

balance between professional commitment and personal life

3. Market distribution
During a 2 hours conference, Marie-Laure Favier will describe the international label

Harmonia Mundi, how they chose their artists and programmes. Participants will gain a

basic understanding of the market distribution and innovative multimedia.

4. Recording and performers’ right in Europe
With Fabienne Masoni, general administrator of ProQuartet, participants will explore the

rules of the performers’ neighbouring rights in Europe.

Preparatory material

For recording

● If you have it, come with a record in MP3 or MP4 format, otherwise specify which format

was used.

For mental preparation

● Laurence Thomas biography

● Program “Positive resources

● Laurence Thomas YouTube channel

● Chronicles around Mindfulness

● The meditative exercise path

● Laurence Thomas website

● Mindfulness - At the very bottom of the same page, under the heading Resources, there

are meditative exercises in the form of audios

For the rights of performers in Europe

● https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM%3Al26032

● http://www.aepo-artis.org/usr/files/di/fi/2/AEPO-ARTIS-Etude-Acquis_2007_SummaryFR

_201611291146.pdf
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● https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/copyright-legislation

Teaching and learning methods

Formal learning:
The programme will promote meetings with the sound engineer and recording workshops in the

Auditorium. It will also promote daily workshops on physical and mental preparation.

Non-formal learning:
In La Ferme de Villefavard en Limousin, all the participant musicians will share common spaces and

spend time together. La Ferme is characterized by a familiar atmosphere, which stimulates a

fruitful exchange among the quartets and with the teachers. Indeed, the participants will be

personally welcomed by the team of La Ferme who will be present during the activities. In this

context, the musicians will have the opportunity to share their experiences as musicians, enhance

their performing abilities and practice the skills acquired during the workshop. Moreover, the

Ferme provides a source of artistic inspiration for the identity and image development of the

quartets. For these reasons, the activities are conceived as a full immersion into the workshop

core and as a source of professional and personal enrichment for each participant.

Informal learning:
In addition, the programme includes mentoring, peer-to-peer learning through discussion and

group feedback.

Self-study and autonomous learning:
Participants may be given tasks relating to the training sessions to complete during and after the

training day.

Detailed schedule

Sunday, May 1st

TITLE: WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
SCHEDULE: 9.00-10h15

TRAINERS: Ferme de Villefavard en Limousin Staff, ProQuartet Staff, Laurence Thomas, coach and

Fabrice Planchat, sound engineer.

DESCRIPTION: Meet and greet with a general introduction to the workshop

TITLE: MENTAL PREPARATION
SCHEDULE: 10h30 – 12h30
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TRAINER : Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION : Common workshop for 3 quartets around mental and physical awareness

TITLE: RECORDING
SCHEDULE: 14h30 – 16h30

TRAINER: Fabrice Planchat

DESCRIPTION: Common workshop for 3 quartets: preparation for the recording, rules

TITLE: YOGA

SCHEDULE: 18h00 – 19h15

TRAINER : Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION : Common workshop

Monday, May 2nd

TITLE : FREE MEDITATION
SCHEDULE: 7h30 – 08h00

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: Optional session

Each morning the participants are free to come and start the day with this moment of common

meditation.

TITLE: MENTAL PREPARATION
SCHEDULE: 1h/day

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: individual session

- identify the distinct strengths and qualities of the ensemble

-identify a context that has become uncomfortable (relational, organisational, conjunctural...)

-identify source of stress and fight it with the help of physical preparation, body awareness and

mental preparation

TITLE: RECORDING
SCHEDULE: 2h00 per session and 2 sessions per quartet

TRAINER : Fabrice Planchat

DESCRIPTION : Specific session

- analysis of a previous record. Strengths and weaknesses

- preparation for the recording of a demo tape of 3 to 5 minutes to be used for communication and

application to competitions, masterclasses
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TITLE: YOGA
SCHEDULE: 18h00 – 19h15

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: Common session

TITLE: RECORDING
TIMING : 21h00 – 22h30

TRAINER : Fabrice Planchat

DESCRIPTION : Common session

Every day (after dinner) Fabrice Planchat proposes a common session of listening and commentary

to the recordings of each of the quartets

Tuesday, May 3rd

TITLE: FREE MEDITATION
SCHEDULE: 7h30 – 08h00

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: optional session

TITLE: MENTAL PREPARATION
SCHEDULE: 1h/day

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: individual session

TITLE: RECORDING
SCHEDULE: 2h30 and 2 workshops /3 days

TRAINER: Fabrice Planchat

DESCRIPTION: specific session

TITLE: YOGA
SCHEDULE: 18h00 – 19h15

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: Common session

TITLE: RECORDING
SCHEDULE: 21h00 – 22h30

TRAINER: Fabrice Planchat
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DESCRIPTION: Common session of listening and commentary to the recordings of each of the

quartets

Wednesday, May 4th

TITLE: FREE MEDITATION
SCHEDULE: 7h30 – 08h00

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: optional session

TITLE: MENTAL PREPARATION
SCHEDULE: 1h/day

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: individual session

TITLE: RECORDING
SCHEDULE: 2h30 and 2 workshop /3 days

TRAINER: Fabrice Planchat

DESCRIPTION: specific session

TITLE: MENTAL PREPARATION
SCHEDULE: 17h30-19h15

TRAINER: Laurence Thomas

DESCRIPTION: common debriefing

At the end of this session, all participants are invited to share their experience and to draw up the

results of the individual work sessions.

TITLE: RECORDING
SCHEDULE: 21h00 – 22h30

TRAINER: Fabrice Planchat

DESCRIPTION: Common session of listening and commentary to the recordings of each of the

quartets

Thursday, May 5th

TITLE: RECORDING
SCHEDULE: 9h30-11h30

TRAINER: Fabrice Planchat

DESCRIPTION: common debriefing with the sound engineer and the artistic counselor. At the end
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of this session, all participants are invited to share their experience and to draw up the results of

the individual work sessions.

TITLE: MEETING WITH THE LABEL REPRESENTATIVE HARMONIA MUNDI
SCHEDULE: 14h30-16h30

TRAINER: Marie Laure Favier

DESCRIPTION: Market distribution and innovation

TITLE: MEETING PERFORMERS’ RIGHTS
TIMING : 14h30-16h30

TRAINER : Fabienne Masoni

DESCRIPTION : Rules of the performers right and recording

Friday May 6th

Rehearsals for the Quartets

Saturday, May 7th

Concerts for the Festival Chambre de Printemps

3 concerts – 45’ each

Outis Quartet: Halle de le Dorat

Alinea Quartet: Temple Protestant

Belinfante Quartet : Ferme de Villefavard en Limousin

Monitoring and assessment methods

These might include:

● Quartets’ self-assessment before and after the programme’s development
● Video interviews during the programme’s development
● A questionnaire at the end of the programme
● Discussion panels after the programme

At the end of the program, musicians will receive a short professional recording and guides for
meditation.

Additional assessment of informal learning
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The concerts, leveraging on the residency and on the overall experience of the learning pathway,
are an opportunity for quartets to:

● make use of the acquired knowledge and skills
● self-assess the progress in their ability to appropriate concrete ways to prepare themself

physically and mentally for high-stakes situations (intense work period, competition or
recording perspective, ...)

Contacts

La Ferme de Villefavard en Limousin
Sebastien Mahieuxe s.mahieuxe@fermedevillefavard.com +33 (0)6 27 64 51 09
Régine Ebersolt regine@gillesebersolt.com +33 (0)7 67 86 57 96

ProQuartet-CEMC
Fabienne Masoni fabienne.masoni@proquartet.fr +33 (0)6 86 55 52 07

Speakers
Laurence Thomas laurence.thomas@consonanceandco.com
Fabrice Planchat fabriceplanchat@free.fr +33(0)6 25 68 63 67
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2. Lecture notes

A set of lecture notes about the activities in France has been prepared for the quartets. The set is

part of a comprehensive slideshow presentation including notes about the MUSA activities in Italy,

Portugal and France. The notes can be accessed here:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TBhXWHWnWHgDxEUvo6gWHxXjDIqo6IK3kGVSZ
Bk-SW8/edit?usp=sharing

The best way to check them out is through Google Drive > Slideshow view. Otherwise, they can

also be downloaded as a pdf document.

The lecture notes were conceived to be a useful tool for the MUSA quartets to revise the contents

of the programme that they followed, as well as to discover what has been done in the countries

where they did not attend.

3. Recordings

The results of the recording sessions realised with the participant quartets can be listened to here:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1azxVTfSbqKnI5PvjtoYKNV8M5NF4oepD?usp=sharing

4. Videos

The following videos have been produced during the “Innovative training course in the music

sector in France: Recording & Market Distribution”

MUSA 2022 The French stage | The Documentary

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWHZ03KF2nk

MUSA France, 2022 | The experience of the workshops

www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZzQpVdAlNE&t=3s

MUSA France, 2022 | The experience of the residency

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKUjuN3KVOM

MUSA France, 2022 | The experience of the concerts

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jB_Pm179Nyw
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